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Watershed analysis is an important component of urban land use planning since land use decisions directly affect the
quality of water resources.  The Watershed process in TNTmips computes the local directions of flow, the stream network,
the boundaries between watersheds, and the basins associated with particular branches of the stream network so you can
make a detailed watershed analysis.  A series of processes in TNTmips helps you to analyze the amount of  land devoted
to various urban uses within the watershed boundaries.

Urban Studies

Watershed Analysis

watershed boundaries displayed
over the elevation raster

The selected watershed below contains
4345791.11 m2 of residential area that
accounts for 34% of the selected
watershed area.

watershed boundaries
displayed over the land
use vector object

The new database table generated shows the areas and the
percentages for each land use category for the selected
watershed above.

• Create Watershed Boundaries.  The Watershed process (Process/Raster/El-
evation/Watershed) computes standard watershed polygons, basins, and flowpaths
using the input DEM.  In this example, the input DEM was created using the con-
tour lines of Grant township in Lancaster County, NE obtained from the City of
Lincoln and Lancaster County Information Systems Map Shop website (http://
ims.ci.lincoln.ne.us/gisweb/) as described in the color plate entitled Urban Stud-
ies: Slope Analysis.  The watershed boundaries computed by the Watershed Analy-
sis process are saved in a vector object.  More information on Watershed Analysis
can be found in the Modeling Watershed Geomorphology tutorial booklet.

• Compute Land Use properties for watersheds.  The land use data for Grant
township was obtained in shapefile format and imported into TNTmips.  The par-
cel vector polygons were dissolved into larger
polygons for each land use category (Process/
Vector/Compute/Filter/Dissolve Polygons) and
the 36 land use categories available were re-
duced to 11 categories.  The Polygon Proper-
ties process (Process/Vector/Attributes/Poly-
gon Properties), which generates polygon sta-
tistics for a pair of vector objects (the source
and destination objects) and attaches the sta-
tistical tables to the destination object, provides
a powerful tool to compute the area and the
percentages of each land use category in a wa-
tershed.  In this example, the Percentage table
was automatically created in the watershed

polygon database using the Polygon Properties process.
The Statistics and Substatistics features
available on the database Table menu

help you visualize the total area and the percentage of the land
use categories that occur in each watershed.

• Simplify Percentage table by computing new database
fields.  The Percentage table contains all area and percentage
records attached to each land use polygon in a particular wa-
tershed.  Simplifying the percentage table requires that you gen-
erate a new database table that contains the land use catego-
ries, the area, and the area percentage that land use category
occupies in a particular watershed.  In this example, a com-
puted field was created for each land use category in a new
database table using a simple query.


